
 

 

 

 

Varsity’s terms of publication and copyright 

 

This notice is for you as a contributor to Varsity to explain the terms upon which we publish any articles, 

illustrations, photographs and other items suitable for publication (“Contributions”) which are submitted 

to us. 

 

All Contributions that are submitted to the Varsity editorial team are gratefully considered for publication. 

This means the newspaper, its associated printed and online versions and our other publications. 

 

On occasion, we may also wish to enhance the reputation of Varsity throughout the publishing world and 

enable your Contribution to reach a wider audience, when appropriate; this may involve permitting the 

publication of your articles by other publishers, if this is the case, and we receive payment for your 

Contribution then we will try wherever possible, to share any income that we receive with you equally. 

The Contributions to be included in this licence are all Contributions that you submit to us now or in the 

future and include any already submitted. 

 

We appreciate the terms of this contract itself may sound, at first glance, a little “tough” to some! 

However, the fundamental organising principle is to protect Varsity so we can ensure that we continue to 

publish for many years to come - it is not to exploit our contributors for commercial gain. For example, 

the main reason we require a perpetual and irrevocable licence from our Contributors is due to the 

administrative difficulties is maintaining an archive and database covering many years of Contributions.  

 

Also, with regard to moral rights concerning attribution, please note in the event of external publication of 

your Contributions, we will typically request the following credit: “Your Name/Varsity”. 

 

Please read the following licence terms carefully before submitting any article for publication as you will 

be agreeing to the following: 

 

Agreement 

 

1. The decision to publish your Contributions (or any part of them) is at our absolute discretion and we 

are under no obligation whatsoever to publish any Contributions you make. We also reserve the right to 

remove, edit, amend, append and otherwise alter any Contribution at any time without notice; this also 

includes previously published Contributions. 

2. There is no limit on the number of times we can publish your contributions (or any part of them) or 

authorise others to do so. 

 



 

 

 

3. You grant to us with full title guarantee an exclusive and irrevocable copyright licence with regard to 

all present and future rights in perpetuity throughout the world to publish your Contributions (or any part 

of them) in Varsity and authorise the publication of such Contributions in any version of Varsity or in any 

other publications whether or such publications are associated with Varsity including but not limited to 

any publication in print or on the internet or by means of any other electronic medium whether now 

known or subsequently developed. 

4. In relation your contributions (or any part of them), you hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waive 

any and all moral rights. However, you do retain the right to fair use and to be credited for your work (or 

the right to decline to be credited if you wish) at the time of publication. 

5. Varsity will have the right to store your contributions as part of a database. You are entitled to use, 

store and reproduce your own Contributions. 

6. You agree at our request to anything we reasonably require from you to assist us in confirming or 

establishing your ownership of any Contributions you make (or any part of them) and your right to grant 

this licence. 

7. You warrant to us that: 

a) You are the sole copyright owner of each and every part of your Contribution and all Contributions 

will be original. 

b) You have not assigned or granted neither have you agreed to assign or grant to any other person or 

organisation the copyright or any other rights in your Contributions (or any part of them) 

c) Subject to compliance with the requirements of sub-clause e) below, you will not include in any of 

your contributions (or any part of them) any material which infringes the copyright or any rights of 

another person or organisation. 

d) At the time of submission of your Contributions, you will inform us in writing if any Contribution was 

created together with anyone else. 

e) None of your Contributions (or any part of them) contains or will contain anything which is in breach 

of the Independent Press Standards Authority Editor’s Code of Practice current at the time of your 

Contribution. 

8. You will keep us fully indemnified against all losses and all actions, claims, proceeding costs and 

damages (including any damages or compensations paid by us on the advice of our legal advisers in 

settlement of any claim) and all legal costs and other expenses including interest arising out of any breach 

by you of any of the warranties you have provided in this licence. 

9. This licence shall be governed by English law in every particular including formation and 

interpretation and shall be deemed to have been made in England and the parties agree to submit to the 

exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts. 

 

If you are unsure of these terms of publication, please do not submit material to us or seek 

independent legal advice as to the contents of this licence before doing so. 


